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BizData

Produce masked data for
safe secondary usage
Data volumes managed by organisations grow rapidly over time.
Growth in production data is followed by much stronger growth of
Data
Volume

secondary data (used for development and testing, 3rd party usage,
training and analysis, etc.). Unlike production data, secondary data is
given lower priority when it comes to security, which means businesses
have less control over sensitive data that is stored as secondary data
once it leaves production. Correctly masking secondary data assures

Time

compliance with data protection policies. Also, it acts as an additional

Production data

layer of security in the event of a security breach.

Secondary data

Achieve your business goals by using
core functionalities from BizDataX
Transform
data
Find
sensitive
data

Comply
with GDPR

Apply to
database

Improve
business
operations

SENSITIVE DATA DISCOVERY

DATA SUBSETTING

BizDataX locates all sensitive data by using

Create realistic test databases, small enough

various discovery rules and helps its users create

to support rapid test runs, but large enough to

specifications for implementing data masking

accurately reflect the variety of production data.

process.

FORMAT PRESERVING MASKING

DATA MASKING OR PSEUDONYMIZATION

BizDataX creates replacement values with the same

Based on the requirements, the located sensitive data

structure and format that the original values have.

can be masked or pseudonymized.

E.g. a masked credit card number is comprised of

DATABASE AND FILE MASKING
The masking process targets a wide range of
databases and files, such as positional files containing
transactional data, CSV or Excel files.

a corresponding number of digits and has a valid
control digit.

REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY
BizDataX Repeaters make sure the data across data
sources matches and data integrity is preserved. This

SYNTHETHIC DATA GENERATION

applies even if you manage a decades-old legacy

When a new product feature needs to be tested and

database, if the data is redundantly repeated in two

production data is not available, BizDataX fills the gap

different databases, or it is shared in a database and

with synthetic data that looks like real data.

associated files.

Mask sensitive data for non-production purposes to
stay out of GDPR scope
GDPR defines personal data as any

Personal data examples

Sensitive personal data

information about an individual

Full name, maiden name, mother’s

Racial or ethnic origin, political

who could be identified from

maiden name or alias; home

opinions, religious or philosophical

that data, either on its own or

address, email address, date of

beliefs, trade union membership,

when combined with other

birth, telephone number, personal

health data, genetic data,

information. Sensitive Personal

identification numbers: social

biometric data, sex life or sexual

Data are special categories of

security number (SSN), passport

orientation, criminal records.

personal data that are subject to

number, driver’s license number,

additional protections.

taxpayer identification number,
etc.

Supporting various
databases with superb
performance
BizDataX connects to any relational database
accessible by .Net (Oracle, DB2, MS SQL, Postgress,
MySQL ) or files (CSV, XML or custom files).
Large quantities of data are masked in reasonable
time. BizDataX achieves processing speed of up to
1 billion records per hour using techniques such as
parallel processing and harnessing the full power of
relational databases using bulk insert functionality.
Mask multiple tables
in parallel

Mask single table
using multiple
parallel processes

Read/write small
number of relevant
columns (e.g. 4 out
of 250)

Use Bulk insert
technology

Monitor execution
in details
to discover
performance
bottlenecks

End-to-end data masking support
Analysis

• Automatically load
database metadata
• Plugin metadata
reader in case of
special database
• PlugIn for accessing
special data sources
(e.g. rest API data or
files)

Discovery

Specification

Implementation

• Find candidate
columns containing
sensitive data

• Compile a list of
tables and columns
to mask

• Implement
specifications

• Categorize
candidates into
sensitive and not
sensitive

• Specify how the data
should be masked

• Plugin your own
discoverer for custom
sensitive data

• Plugin a custom
masking logic
for scenarios not
supported by out-ofthe-box maskings

Execution and
monitoring

• Process monitoring
• Runtime
parametrization
• Performance tuning
• Execution reporting

BizDataX is trusted by large
companies from financial and
other sectors

Contact us

BizData

Ekobit d.o.o.
Koturaška 69, HR-10000
Zagreb, Croatia

BizDataX is a flagship product of Ekobit. We define, develop, integrate,

+385 1 6312620

operate and improve software and software process. Our mission is to

info@ekobit.com

deliver enterprise-class products and services to our clients, while

www.bizdatax.com

increasing their organizational efficiency and productivity.
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